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French luxury maisons pen utopian tale
for Comité Colbert’s 60th anniversary
November 4, 2014

France's  Rêver2074 effort

 
By JEN KING

The cryptic and socially expansive Rêver2074 initiative put forth by French luxury firms
and cultural institutions has been unveiled as a celebratory ode to the Comité Colbert.

The Comité Colbert was established in 1954 by Jean-Jacques Guerlain, founder of the
perfume house of the same name, “to promote the concept of luxury.” For its 60th
anniversary, the Comité Colbert’s members, 78 luxury houses and 14 cultural institutions,
joined together for the Rêver2074 effort.

"[This] campaign is not about engaging with consumers. It is  about inspiring consumers,
teasing them, making them get curious and igniting interest," said Thomaï Serdari, Ph.D.
brand strategist and adjunct professor of marketing at New York University, New York.
"After all, luxury, especially in such conceptual form, and not as a product to be displayed
and acquired, is a top-down reality.

"It is  the 78 brands who will define what luxury will look like in the future rather than try to
hear from the consumer what the consumer has in mind," she said. "The consumer is not
equipped to envision products that only the creatives who work for these brands have
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started exploring."

"To have been inducted in the Comité Colbert is  an honor of the utmost significance. The
founders of the Comité were themselves owners of the most revered luxury brands and it
was through their individual efforts and their personal charisma that they managed to
grow this organization, which, with the support of the French state, grew to what it is  today,
the ultimate collective in the space of luxury."

Ms. Serdari is  not affiliated with the Comité Colbert or its members, but agreed to
comment as an industry expert.

Comité Colbert did not respond by press deadline.

Dreaming of luxury
For weeks, brands ranging from Champagne-maker Veuve Clicquot to couture atelier
Lanvin, as well as the Louvre museum, joined in on the wide-reaching social campaign
with hardly any explanation. The only link between the posts was that each brand or
institution was of French origin, but the connection was not inherently clear.

All posts for Rêver2074, translated to English to mean Dreaming2074, were similar in
layout and sparseness. Each post, whether it was Chanel, Guerlain or Van Cleef & Arpels,
included a verb, noun or adjective in French with a link to discover Rêver2074.com and
the hashtag #Rever2074.

In addition to the French vocabulary, posts included a cryptic 15-second video showing a
geographical shape and a numbered code beginning with the letter “d” before the word
was defined.

For example, on Oct. 17, French fashion label Chloé, among others, posted text reading
“In 2074, artifacturm will be rare and a sign of a certain skill.” The video clip reads “D-17”
before the brand’s logo flashes and “artifacturm” appears.

In the final frames, artifacturm is defined as a noun meaning, “created by human activity,
technique, savoir-faire. The word is the opposite of naturel as well as industriel.” The clip
concludes with Rêver2074 (see story).

Embedded Video: //www.youtube.com/embed/bRXkvz5lwN0

Chloé - Rêver2074

On Nov. 3, French brands across sectors shared the final post in the series via social
media. Menswear label Berluti, for instance, shared a post explaining that it “co-authored
Dreaming 2074, a utopia created by French luxury, 7 sci-fi short stories” found on the
Rêver2074 Web site.

An image included in the post shows text surrounded by DNA-like ribbons that reads
“Dreaming to 2074 and D-Day.”

A click-through on the link brings the consumer to the updated Rêver2074 Web site. The
site originally just showed the unbranded videos shared by Comité Colbert members, but
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now, includes Rêver2074 content.

Rêver2074 download page for The Utopian Factory 

The site also subtly links the participants together by mentioning the Comité Colbert, which
was not spoken of in the subsequent postings.

For consumers that signed up for updates on the Web page throughout the weeks of
teasers, received an “Discover - Dreaming 2074” email. The email’s body explains that the
“time has come for us to reveal our secret” and informs the consumer that “Dreaming
2074 is an unparalleled adventure proposed by the cream of French luxury and science-
fiction.

Rêver2074 email sent to those who registered during the teaser phase 

By following the emailed or social media link, the consumer can download the collective
work written by the Comité Colbert. The French luxury utopian sci-fi collection of stories is
available for free as an Apple iBook, a tablet, e-reader or Amazon Kindle version as well
as a desktop PDF.

Once downloaded, the introduction of the short story collection explains in further detail
that the members worked together to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Comité Colbert.
The members worked on the project “through common values” and “to follow the paths
taken by the visionary creators with an incursion into 2074.”

Here, the reader learns that throughout 2013, the members worked on “The Utopia
Factory,” with each brand or institution expressing a dream in the form of a short text, an
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image and five words. Once submitted, the members attended 10 workshops to “give rise
to a collective utopia incarnating the overall vision of French luxury.”

The work is a narrative written by six science fiction authors, the sounds of a musician
and the poetic inventions of a linguist. In the introduction, the Comité Colbert gives credit
to “200 hands” for making the project possible.

Comité Colbert’s 270-page sci-fi story collection ends with a New Words of Luxury
dictionary where “neo-luxury” terms are defined by the multinational publishing group
“Lexifrench.” Words include calliphore, formose, imagique, bel-être, le rêver-vrai,
insteternel, orbiquite, noventique, extrasie, proximondial, immatérialiste, CMC -- meaning
the Global Circle of Connaisseurs -- and interplanétaire.

"It is  no wonder that the campaign to celebrate its 60th is one that speaks of its  120th," Ms.
Serdari said. "It is  therefore a promise for the future, which means that these 78 members
are committed to evolve and adapt to a new reality and produce works of the highest
caliber no matter how the environment changes.

"Indeed our world is changing and this wonderfully short stories that speak of made-up
words (new words that don't quite exist in the dictionary but are a combination of more
than one thing: for example, calliphore, implies a new type of armor, one that is beautiful,
a costume that may be more than natural and is perhaps digital and yet very stylish and
pertinent to what we envision 2074 to be," she said. "Imagique, a combination of the
words image and magique (image and magic) referring to what they aspire to create as
the brands evolve."

In the final pages credit is  given to the Comité Colbert luxury houses and institutions that
worked on the project.

Comité Colbert's The Utopia Factory can be downloaded here.

Written works
Written narratives are more likely to stay with the reader for an extended period of time.

For example, Italy’s Prada expanded the narrative of the female protagonist in its Candy
fragrance campaigns with a comic book.

Housed on a dedicated section of Prada’s Web site, the comic book took Prada’s “Candy”
character on a sci-fi journey to discover the newest Candy fragrance, Candy Florale.
Creating a comic book, rather than a social video, to tell this aspect of Candy’s story
allowed Prada to hold consumer attention longer using a more engaging format (see
story).

The written word says more about how the future of luxury may look than videos that
reminisce about long-ago.

"Films would have been a celebration of the past," Ms. Serdari said. "We know what the
past looks like and in fact it has been overly emphasized in the last five to seven years,
when all of a sudden, and definitely after the crash of 2008, all companies
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started highlighting the longevity of their product or heritage. 

"Today, this has been overdone even by brands that should not claim heritage because in
fact this is not necessarily there," she said. "Celebrating may require references to the past
but truly should be a vision of the future.

"That vision is not complete yet. What we get through these short stories are inspiring
snapshots of what these brands entertain for us, what the creatives dream of when
thinking about the future, and what we, too, consumers, should embrace. Luxury that does
not evolve ceases to be luxury. 

"Therefore, these short snippets, visual, verbal and certainly very playful, are a imaginative
way of sharing the brands' dedication to keep the heritage alive for another 40 years and
another 100 beyond."

Final Take
Jen King, lead reporter on Luxury Daily, New York
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